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This book starts with a wolf leaving his family as a young pup and beginning to live on his own. A girl becomes

aware of the wolf due to a local news story, and takes on the role of becoming the wolf’s champion, keeping track

of the wolf’s route via information on the Internet. She enters a contest to name the wolf, and the name she

submitted wins. Due to the contest, the wolf becomes too famous to harm. This book captures the story of the

wolf and girl through beautiful, colorful illustrations. The story is taken from Fish and Wildlife scientists’ data that

was captured as they followed a specific wolf’s trek. The back of the book features photographs, references, and

a teacher’s guide. This entertaining and informative book would be a good choice for an elementary or public

library’s conservation and wildlife collection. Timeline.
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Product Description

This beautiful picture book follows the journey of a young gray wolf who garnered nationwide attention when he

became the first wild wolf in California in almost a century. Using facts recorded by Fish & Wildlife scientists,

author Emma Bland Smith imagines the wolf’s experiences in close detail as he makes an epic 2,000-mile trek

over three years time. The wolf’s story is interwoven with the perspective of a young girl who follows his trek

through the media. As she learns more about wolves and their relationships with humans, she becomes

determined to find a way to keep him safe by making him a wolf that is too famous to harm.
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